
PRESS RELEASE
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

White City, OR – DAMKO announced today the launch of the revolutionary patent pending rimfire suppressors. Shot 
Show 2019 will be the debut of these suppressors with production starting in the first quarter of 2019.
The DAMKO® Rimfire Suppressors unique design allows unprecedented ease of maintenance and reliability 
compared to all other rimfire suppressors on the market. The DAMKO® Rimfire Suppressors offers easy disassembly 
even after 1000 to 2000 rounds* - a standard that is unheard of for any other suppressor.

Sporting a hard anodized 6061 aluminum tube and titanium internal baffle, the suppressor is a highly-durable 
performance rimfire suppressor for any application. The versatile and compact design makes it perfect for pistols and 
rifles alike. The “Sport” and “Whisper” Rimfire Suppressors will be produced, this can provides optimal balance to 
your chosen firearm. For use with .22LR, .22Mag, and .17HMR.

PATENT PENDING FEATURES:

 Patent pending easy disassembly design
   Breaks down in seconds – no soaking required
   Easy to clean
   Tough and lightweight
   Impressively quiet

SPECIFICATIONS:

   Calibers – .17 HMR, .22 LR, .22 Mag
 Finish – Hard anodized
   Thread pitch – 1/2 x 28
   Materials – Titanium; aluminum
   Made in USA

About DAMKO,

Damko, is an Oregon based company emerging from a 72 year old hobby industry company that has designed, 
patented and manufactured fine detail model railroad products entirely in the USA.   Naturally, with the capabilities 
for manufacturing, engineering and a strong desire to re-create the best single shot falling block Martini style rifle we 
went to work developing, testing and patenting several new features.   Damko, the trade name and brand is family 
owned by DK Precision Outdoor, LLC and also offers other outdoor products soon to be released at the 2019 Shot 
Show.  See us at Booth 4166. 
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